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U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit – Cincinnati, OH 1 

*Transcription from Court Audio of recent hearing on January 30, 2014 – 2 

Case 12-5581 United States of America vs. Darren Wesley Huff  3 

Court Officer - Argument not to exceed 15 minutes per side. Mr. Gulley for the Appellant.  4 

Atty Gulley - May it please the court, my name is Gerald Gulley, Knoxville, Tennessee Bar. I am 5 

the appointed counsel on appeal for Mr. Darren Wesley Huff, who was convicted in the United 6 

States Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee with a, pursuit to a supersede indictment, with 7 

violation of Title 18, USC Section 231(a) (2), which charged him with transporting in commerce 8 

a firearm, knowing and having reason to know and intended that such firearm to be used 9 

unlawfully in furtherance of a civil disorder. I have already reserved rebuttal time, Your Honour.  10 

As I said, this case arose based on conduct that occurred in April, of 2010. Mr. Huff is a resident 11 

of Georgia, and in April of that year, he entered into a bank in his hometown and made some 12 

boastful statements to bank personnel about he and some friends who were going to go up to 13 

Madisonville, Tennessee, in Monroe County from Georgia and engage in some activities on 14 

behalf of a friend or acquaintance of his named Walter Fitzpatrick. The nature of the statements I 15 

guess, led the bank employees to contact law enforcement, and on the night before Mr. Huff had 16 

planned to travel to Tennessee from Georgia, he was visited by a special agent of the FBI, 17 

Special Agent Reed. And Agent Reed had a conversation with Mr. Huff about his planned 18 

activity, and they, as I said, had had a conversation about that and Mr. Huff on several occasions 19 

said, “Look, if you think this is a bad idea, I mean call your supervisor, tell me, you know if it 20 

won’t be a problem, I won’t go, I won’t do anything.” He also, either in that conversation or the 21 

next day, during his travel up to Monroe County, Tennessee, he invited law enforcement agents 22 

to come with him, he said “we want you on our side; we want you to come along”, you know, 23 

he...  24 
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Judge Barrett – Well, he also said if things went south that he’d be happy to shoot ‘em, 25 

basically...    26 

Atty Gulley – Well, he did say that he would resort to violence if provoked, if provoked, um... 27 

Judge Barrett - Let me ask you this, I hate to gloss over the video tape and the rolling through 28 

the stop sign is a, well, it is what it is, um, but could law enforcement just use the traffic stop as 29 

pretext, I mean aren’t they allowed to do that if they have probable cause?  30 

Atty Gulley - Well, I, I don’t think that you can use a traffic stop for protectoral in a reason, you 31 

know, certainly we suggest that, ah you know, as you said the video is what it is, but that the, the 32 

actions of Mr. Huff in operating his vehicle on that day, you know, does not give sufficient rise 33 

to a violation under Tennessee law. The agent and the officer that stopped Mr. Huff basically 34 

said that uh, you know there’s nothing in the Tennessee code about how long you have to stop 35 

you know at a stop sign, you know or the distance between following between vehicles you 36 

know to be too close to follow it. So I respectfully suggest that there is not sufficiently objective 37 

invesho, you know a violation of law that would have supported a traffic stop. 38 

Judge Karen N. Moore - There are two reasons:  the following too closely,  39 

Atty Gulley – Yes, Your Honor... 40 

Judge K. Moore - and the not stopping at the white line for...  41 

Atty Gulley – sort of a rolling, rolling stop...  42 

Judge K. Moore - kinda to a rolling stop, so why isn’t there at least enough to allow the officer 43 

to really think he had propretive cause, or to have an objective to [inaudible] with? 44 

Atty Gulley – Well again, you know the Sixth Circuit and the United States case law, United 45 

States vs. Shufulo says that there has to be conclusions about the violation of the law, have to be 46 

based on objective justification. Um, there is nothing about Mr. Huff’s conduct which really 47 

suggested, except based upon the subjective belief of the officer, that he was following too 48 

closely.  Again, there was nothing in the applicable Tennessee Rules of the Road, Title 55, 49 
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Chapter 8 of the Tennessee Code, you know which mandates, you know some a, a certain 50 

distance between, of, one vehicle following another. There’s also nothing in the rules for us...    51 

Judge K. Moore – So are you saying then that if the state has a law that says you should not 52 

follow too closely, that there would be no officer who could stop anyone and give them a ticket 53 

for following too closely because it’s limited to a certain number of feet?   54 

Atty Gulley – Well, that’s not necessarily what I’m suggesting, Your Honour. I’ve been saying 55 

that basically there is nothing that expressly sets forth in what is too close or not; it’s sort of 56 

something that is inherently subjective and they... 57 

Judge K. Moore – So officers have to use a reasonable person’s judgment, or a reasonable 58 

officer’s judgment as to whether or not to stop somebody? 59 

Atty Gulley – Well, that, that gets into a whole lot of latitude. Typically, I mean in my 60 

experience, you know these questions about following too closely are violations, come up and 61 

there is already an accident, you know, and somebody has rear-ended somebody else and you get 62 

the police report and you know the officer writes they are charged with following too closely 63 

cause they were not able to stop in sufficient time. So, um, I, I just suggest to the court that there 64 

is too much window for a subjective evaluation and insufficient basis for objective determination  65 

by the officer, you know in a case like this.  66 

Judge Boggs - Counsel, let me ask you about those: the importance of the stop, in the sense that, 67 

what all the stop pretty much does is give him the evidence of conversation that would tell  68 

what the officer says, which we know if he had guns, ah, he had the other elements. To me, I’m, 69 

the buffer or the key question is, when he crossed the line, what was his intent? And my question 70 

to you is, isn’t that a quintessential jury question? You’ve got some things that are bad for him, 71 

based on what he said to them at the bank; you’ve got some things that might be good for him as 72 

 you’ve just said from the FBI agent; you’ve got what happened in Tennessee, ah, so even if the 73 

stop was bad, even what happened at the stop was testified to; again, you heard the same – 74 
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some’s good, and some was bad. So, out of all of this, how do you get away from just saying the 75 

intent was a quintessential jury?  76 

Atty Gulley – Well, because I think if you subtract the conversations, you know, and the physical 77 

evidence you know, from that stop, from the totality of what the jury had to consider, you know 78 

then, I guess... 79 

Judge Boggs – So what physical evidence?  80 

Atty Gulley – Well... 81 

Judge Boggs - I mean, he said in Madisonville he had friends (laughing); he said in Georgia he’s 82 

going to take none; so, the fact that he put the .45 in the tool box at the stop, adds almost nothing 83 

to the transport method.  84 

Atty Gulley – It may not, Your Honour, it may not. Yet, although, certainly as I said, it certainly 85 

goes into the larger picture, you know, of whether, you know, there would be subtracting all of 86 

this, sufficient evidence to convict him on count 1. Yes, there was testimony of law enforcement 87 

officer in Madisonville that he saw Mr. Huff take a pistol, you know out of the toolbox of his 88 

truck, and I guess go into the restaurant, where another law enforcement agent said that he was 89 

providing a motivational speech, you know to sympathetic persons. Um, you know I think it 90 

makes it... 91 

Judge Barrett – Wasn’t he going to start a riot basically? They were going to take over the court 92 

house if they had more people.  93 

Atty Gulley – No; in all due respect Your Honour, I mean, you know, if, if there was that kind of 94 

incitement, certainly I think you would’ve expected the law enforcement officer, you know to 95 

say something along the lines of, “He was in there telling them, I’m leading the charge, you all 96 

are following, we’re going to storm the courthouse and we’re going to gun down whoever is in 97 

our way.” That was never the testimony. He described it as a motivational speech; a pep talk. 98 

Judge Barrett – Yeah, he took a head count, figured they were outnumbered and said “Lets go 99 
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 home.” 100 

Atty Gulley – Well, you know, we, we can speculate about a number of things, but... 101 

Judge Boggs – But the crime, but the crime I mean, in either direction, the crime isn’t what he 102 

said in Madison, the crime is crossing the state line with the intent. So be it at least, he clearly 103 

crossed the state line, he clearly had firearms; the question is what did he intend to do when he 104 

was doing that?   105 

Atty Gulley – Well... 106 

Judge Boggs – That’s why I had that comeback, that wasn’t there enough evidence for a jury to 107 

decide one way or the other. You may have had a pretty good argument, I’m not saying one way 108 

or the other; but, the jury, he says “You know, we’re gonna take over the courthouse. He said ah, 109 

at some point we’re going to, ah do things, if there’s enough...”   Now, does the subjunctive-ness 110 

help you? It helps you with the jury, but the jury found to the contrary. [Inaudible word:  -----111 

platative?]  112 

Atty Gulley – Certainly they did.   113 

Judge Boggs – In fact, I was going to ask your colleague, but I doubt that he’s going to say that 114 

the motivational speech is any part of the crime, but we’ll see.  115 

Atty Gulley – Well, I mean, certainly I guess to the extent that the government is saying that it 116 

was part of the incitement, you know were the civil disobedience. Um, you know I’ve... so other 117 

than that...   118 

Judge Boggs – The council of disobedience effective ...; the sentence will be back up now that 119 

the civil disorder... 120 

Atty Gulley – ...civil disorder; I misspoke, you’re correct. 121 

Judge Boggs – Because this whole statue was passed in lieu of the relationship in 1968 for the 122 

riots, right?                                                                                                                                   123 

Atty Gulley – So, I don’t know exactly when it was passed Your Honour, but, you know it 124 
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certainly talks about three or more persons gathering in acts of violence, and so forth, I guess, 125 

Section 31 (1) defines that. Um, so ah, at any rate Your Honour, I guess I would like to segue, if 126 

I may then, into the 2nd argument that I raised which dealt with, you know the fact that, the court 127 

did not have jurisdiction in a traveling of the commerce clause, clause Article 1, Section 8 of the 128 

United States Constitution which provides that Congress has power to regulate commerce among 129 

the separate states. Now, I guess my argument basically goes to the gist of the fact that the 130 

activity engaged in, was not a commercial enterprise. And there has been ah, many, many cases, 131 

ah, I think I cited the National Federation the, the, the challenge to be able to interact you know, 132 

is talking about that and is finding you know the fact that commerce or the commerce clause you 133 

know, relates to the existence of commercial activity. This was not a case where there was 134 

commercial activity involved. Ah, I mean, you had Mr. Huff who had a valid hand gun permit, 135 

you know, taking a hand gun across state lines, I guess supposedly. Um, you know, but it’s not 136 

commercial activity that is understood by the Supreme Court or by the other courts. 137 

Judge K. Moore – Would your position require us to invalidate the prior precedence in, in the 138 

gun carry defenses?   139 

Atty Gulley – Which precedence’s, Your Honour?  140 

Judge K. Moore – I’m just asking generally, whether you’ve thought through if your position 141 

would require us to invalidate a prior precedence.  142 

 Atty Gulley – No, Your Honour. I think it would affect basically this particular statue; the 143 

transportation in commerce. You know, um, the firearms to affect civil disorder across state lines 144 

because that is simply not the kind of commercial activity or economic enterprise that is...  145 

Your Honour, I see that my time is expired, may I finish my...  146 

...that simply not the kind of activity that is contemplated within a per view of the commerce 147 

clause. Because of that, there is not a jurisdiction you know, ah, to prosecute Mr. Huff... 148 

Judge Barrett – Please council, if you’d quit now... 149 
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Atty Gulley – Yes, thank you Your Honour.  150 

Judge Barrett – ...so we can have the remaining time for rebuttal.  151 

Atty Gulley – Thank you Your Honour.  152 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 153 

Asst. U.S. Atty McLaurin – Good Morning. If it pleases the court, my name is Luke McLaurin, 154 

and I’m here on behalf of the United States. On April 20th, of 2010, the defendant left his home 155 

in Georgia, went to Madisonville, Tennessee, with multiple fire arms, over several hundred 156 

rounds of ammunition, and he went there for the explicit purpose, of in his own words, “taking 157 

over the court house.” And he was going to do that by conducting citizen’s arrest of court 158 

officials and law enforcement personnel. Because that activity violated Section 231 (a) (2), of 159 

Title 18 of the United States code, because the defendant has failed to meet his burden of 160 

showing that that statue is in fact unconstitutional, the United States requests that this court 161 

affirm his conviction and his resulting sentencing. Now Judge Boggs, you mentioned um, during 162 

ah council’s time, you had a question about what this statue prohibits and whether a motivational 163 

speech was part of it, I want to get right to that. It’s our position that this crime was completed 164 

once he crossed the state lines with the firearms, with the requisite intent. Now, um, this, this 165 

information about this motivational speech, all this information that came out at trial was all 166 

relevant for the jury’s determination of whether he had the requisite intent at the time that he 167 

transported the firearms. Um, then...     168 

Judge K. Moore – So he could have been arrested when he crossed the state line because he had 169 

expressed the intent already, per se. Is that right? 170 

Atty McLaurin – Yes, he could have been arrested after he crossed the state line. Um, now, um, 171 

that council seems to make a big deal of the fact that well he wasn’t arrested when he was pulled 172 

over in the traffic stop. And that when the other guy came to his house the day before, or a few 173 

days before, they didn’t tell him “Hey wait, don’t go. Stop. Don’t do this.” Ah, that suggests that  174 
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there is somehow, some duty on law enforcement to ah, stop a crime as soon as they have reason 175 

to believe that a crime has been committed.  176 

Judge Boggs – It is a little odd, well I, I wondered the people who stopped him at the traffic 177 

stop, they knew what was going down in Madisonville. They knew there were a hundred law 178 

enforcement officers there, and have any argument one way or the other about why they said, 179 

“Oh, OK, you know, keep your .45 and AK.47 and head off to Madisonville.”   180 

Atty McLaurin – Well, I can’t speak as to what specifically was going through the officer’s mind 181 

at the time. Um, but I would say that I’d make 2 points for a response to that Judge Boggs.  First,  182 

ah, there is no legal obligation for them to have arrested him at that point.  183 

Judge Boggs – I understand.  184 

Atty McLaurin – Second, there might be some legitimate law enforcement, uh, motives here. I 185 

mean for example, at that point there was indication that there were multiple groups, that there 186 

were multiple people that were going to be merging on this court house. For one, the prudent 187 

officer didn’t have a complete picture of the situation, and it was reasonable for them to perhaps, 188 

wait and see, hey, you know, who all is involved in this, what is the threat?   189 

Judge Boggs – Let, let me ask you, compare this to the paradigmatic cases back in the 60’s, 190 

especially Brandenburg and Goss. Granted those were different statues, but basically if you 191 

weren’t inciting eminent lawless action, alright, in one case, the guy says lots of terrible things, 192 

but doesn’t do anything then; the other one, the guy says “we’ll take the streets later,” but it 193 

almost exactly echoes, “Well, if we had more people, we’d take over the courthouse.” So I’m 194 

asking you in light of those precedents, isn’t there some problem with the kind of ambiguity 195 

here, that they call it ‘boastful statements’, that if he simply says, you know, “Down with the 196 

government and we’re going to take the government down.” You can make up any set of 197 

language, is that all at the burden of the jury or is there some 1st Amendment protection here that 198 

we at least ought to be concerned about?  199 
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 Atty McLaurin – Well, I don’t think that the 1st... 200 

Judge Boggs – Do you agree that simply carrying the guns...; in fact the interesting example 201 

would be, suppose he makes exactly Brandenburg’s speech? He carries the gun across the river. 202 

Picture the minuteman with the gun in the air; he doesn’t think what he’d do. He’s a prophet 203 

making a speech. Then he makes exactly the words that Brandenburg does or Goss does; can he 204 

still be convicted?  205 

Atty McLaurin – Yes, because this statue is not targeted at speech. Unlike the Brandenburg case 206 

and the Goss case, those statues were targeted at prohibiting individuals from saying certain 207 

things. This statue is not targeted at speech at all. It’s targeted at conduct that, um, involves 208 

transporting a firearm to... 209 

Judge Boggs – Conduct is that if anything it’s not even the speech, it is the book; he doesn’t 210 

even have to say anything, as long as he has the intent.  211 

Atty McLaurin – But the intent here is unconnected with any sort of a message that he might 212 

want to convey. And I think that the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence seems pretty clear that 213 

violence is not a 1st Amendment protected activity. That, that engaging in acts of violence 214 

against other individuals, that’s not speech. That’s not something that’s protected... 215 

Judge Boggs – That’s clear, so the question is maligned between talking about violence, which 216 

they did in Brandenburg and Goss, and intending. The liable here is of course no violence 217 

occurred. Am I right? The underlying civil disorder has to be attempted assault; they never 218 

assaulted anybody.  219 

Atty McLaurin – No, and the reason they probably didn’t is because there was an over-220 

whelming... 221 

 Judge Boggs – I understand that, but that even. But did you prove that assault was what they 222 

intended as opposed to attempted assault? For example, because they never said, we’re going to 223 

beat somebody up; they said we’re going to arrest them.  224 
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Atty McLaurin – Well, in... 225 

Judge Boggs – It might involve violence, it might not. 226 

Atty McLaurin – And I think that if you look at the Tennessee aggravated assault statue, it even 227 

talks about how early an assault can occur, um when you know, sure a physical action, but it can 228 

also occur when you reasonably place somebody in an apprehension. And I think if you are 229 

going to conduct a quote/unquote “citizen’s arrest” it has no justification in law, if you have 230 

firearms with you, that is willing to place an average person (small laugh)...  231 

Judge Boggs – So the sort of tightest part would be to say that the intended would have been in 232 

fact a citizen’s arrest. The citizen’s arrest would have to put the arrestee in reasonable fear of 233 

violence, because otherwise he’s not going to be arrested (laughter). You can say come with me, 234 

even if you don’t touch him, he’s not going to come, unless you have the gun.   235 

 Atty McLaurin – Absolutely Judge, that would be the narrowest place. 236 

Judge K. Moore – But is that intended or attempted assault? Is there a difference? And if so... 237 

Atty McLaurin – Well, I agree with you guys (small laugh), I agree with you. Judge Moore in 238 

this case I think what we have is a lot of evidence that he intended to make an assault. And I, I 239 

think that, ah, um, one could argue that he took some overt act in furtherance that by going to the 240 

courthouse, going to the place where he planned to conduct this assault. But, I agree that is a 241 

somewhat difficult question on the facts of this case. But, what, what... the statue here is not 242 

prohibiting assault. What and, as anyone, it is not prohibiting having bad thoughts. What it is 243 

prohibiting is, um, is carrying a firearm with the intention that it is going to be used in this 244 

unlawful manner, in this manner that is likely to create violence and cause a disturbance.  245 

Judge K. Moore – So, so all the use are assertive then, and it is what is intended violence, 246 

intended assault.  247 

Atty McLaurin – Yes. 248 

Judge K. Moore – ...not attempted.  249 
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Atty McLaurin – Yes, and I think the import, the importance of, ah, well I would, I would argue 250 

that, you could make the argument that there was an intent.  251 

Judge K. Moore – I guess by bringing the gun there and having the meeting?  252 

Atty McLaurin – I agree that it’s, it’s more tenuous suit.  253 

Judge K. Moore – OK.  254 

Atty McLaurin – Yes, I think you could argue that based on... 255 

Judge K. Moore – So, if you could argue it now with me; how would you argue your position?  256 

 Atty McLaurin – I would argue that by bringing the gun there, by sort of taking these, these ah, 257 

these overt acts, these steps toward, um, going to toward, um, to the, the law enforcement 258 

officials, ah, that that might constitute, um, the intent. 259 

 Judge K. Moore – Walking towards the officials, is that what you said?  260 

 Atty McLaurin – Perhaps.., I, I think it would be, ah, a much more tenuous argument than that. I 261 

don’t mean to make that argument or not so it needn’t matter, but what I’m saying is what could 262 

(loud background coughing) be the argument in this case, I agree with you Judge Moore there 263 

are certain problems with that argument. But I think that the key point here is that all this 264 

discussion of whether violence is intended, this is trying to get at, you know, the statutory 265 

definition. If you look at, you know, what he was convicted of, you know we had to show that, 266 

that he intended to use this in furtherance of a civil disorder. A civil disorder is a public 267 

insurgence involving acts of violence.      268 

Judge Boggs – Acts of violence is the assault, isn’t it?  269 

Atty McLaurin – Yes.  270 

Judge Boggs –That’s where you circle back. You used 2 different phrases and 1 that distinctly 271 

that you used is the word “act”, which I think of as a conspiracy almost. And then you use 272 

“significant step” which I thought was the attempt...  273 

Atty McLaurin – Yes.  274 
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Judge Boggs – ...language, and, at least, maybe your case is as strong as you say. If I leave the 275 

house with a gun intending to rob a bank, and I slip and fall and break my leg, you can usually be 276 

arrested for attempted bank robbery because that was a significant step. Or at least, that is where 277 

the argument comes in. In fact, I thought that that was where you were going to go... because it’s 278 

more dubious if he intended to commit the assault, because he said “if things go badly, this’ll 279 

happen.”   280 

 Atty McLaurin – Well... 281 

Judge Boggs – Are you saying that you have to rely on - he intended to commit the citizen’s 282 

arrest? The citizen’s arrest is apparently an act of violence. Is that like the narrow decision tree 283 

here?  284 

Atty McLaurin – Ah, ah I believe so. I think there is evidence that suggest that he did intend to 285 

commit citizen’s arrest. Um, and, and it’s not a... 286 

Judge Barrett – It’s not a clean statue though, because the assault - it does have the intent 287 

section, but it only deals with strangulation. Ideally, I thought it was a little strange as the way 288 

it’s worded. Getting back to Judge Moore’s question about intent vs. attempt; it could be 289 

problematic, could it not?  But the way the statue is written, it clearly says it has to be an 290 

attempt.  291 

Atty McLaurin – Um, I guess, I’ll have to defer its uses to the question Judge Barrett. Would 292 

you clarify it for me? 293 

Judge Barrett – Yeah, the statue itself talks about aggravated assaults. And then it has a specific 294 

intent section for strangulation, which is not what we got going on here. So it seems like it’s 295 

getting back to Judge Moore’s question. You prosecuted this guy with intent, for an attempt at 296 

civil disorder.  297 

Atty McLaurin – Well, he’s not being prosecuted for either. He’s not being prosecuted under 298 

that... 299 
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Judge Barrett – Yeah, right, right, but that, that...  300 

Atty McLaurin – ...the aggravated assault section.  301 

Judge Barrett – goes back to Judge Boggs, that he falls, fall back on the assault statue your 302 

comfort zone.  303 

 Atty McLaurin – Well, I think that, um, it’s not just the assault section. I think that anyone; and 304 

it’s not, I don’t think we necessarily, uh; I do think there is evidence that he intended to commit 305 

the citizen’s arrest. But I think that the point is, did he intend to bring his firearm to a public 306 

disturbance that might have with all acts of violence? And I think that it’s clear that he intended 307 

to go to this courthouse, and he intended to be joined by all these other members of these various 308 

militia groups. And that being to create a disturbance of some sort. And given their discussion 309 

about taking over the city, about there being a front-line, that that disturbance could’ve involved 310 

acts of violence. It might mean, certainly wouldn’t...  311 

Judge K. Moore – Well you don’t have to just involve acts of violence, does it? Doesn’t the 312 

statue require that he have reason to know, or intent, that the firearm will be used unlawfully in 313 

the furtherance of civil disturbance? So, intending that the firearm will be used unlawfully. So if 314 

there’s violence admissible, disorder, but he’s not using a firearm in that, or intending to use a 315 

firearm, then he doesn’t seem to be violating the statue.  316 

Atty McLaurin – Well, I don’t think he has to intend himself to use the firearm the way the 317 

statue is written. It says that “doing or having reason to or intending that the firearm will be 318 

used unlawfully”, would suggest that another individual... he could be transporting the firearm to 319 

give to somebody.  320 

Judge K. Moore – ...to somebody else. 321 

Atty McLaurin – Yes. And if he had reason to believe, uh, he intends that that person is going to 322 

be using that firearm, a furtherance of a civil disorder.                                                            323 

Judge K. Moore – But was there any evidence introduced at trial that he’s intending that  324 
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somebody else use the firearm?  325 

Atty McLaurin – Ah, I don’t believe, no, no. The evidence at trial of this case suggested that he 326 

himself was intending to use these firearms. Um, I think the jury could reasonably infer that he 327 

might also have intended for other people to use the firearms, given that he brought multiple 328 

firearms. Um, and given that he was going to meet, and given the number of rounds of 329 

ammunition that he brought with him, I think a jury could make all those reasonable inferences, 330 

but... 331 

 Judge Barrett – How do you know he brought more? Nobody ever searched the truck for the 2nd 332 

weapon, did they?    333 

Judge Boggs – Speaking of speech, he said. Did he say that I got 3-400 rounds of ammunition?  334 

Atty McLaurin – Yes; I mean, he said that himself.  335 

Judge K. Moore – But he said that for 1 firearm, right? You can have multiple rounds for 1 336 

firearm.   337 

Atty McLaurin – It’s certainly possible you can have multiple rounds for 1 firearm. He described 338 

himself as having multiple firearms. He described himself as having a Colt .45, which he showed 339 

the officers was on his hip. He also said he had 2 AK.47’s. 340 

Judge K. Moore – The facts are switched for a second: Suppose he ran the stop, um, which was 341 

assertive because he was found grossly, because he was assertive he, by not stopping at the 342 

appropriate place, at the appropriate date and time. Suppose that he thought that was not a valid 343 

stop. That, that looking at the video, he thought this was ridiculous to stop (coughing in 344 

background). Then, does your case fall apart? 345 

Atty McLaurin – Um, I don’t really believe so, because I think that there is sufficient other 346 

evidence, um, to sustain a conviction.  347 

Judge K. Moore – So you just ignore, in my hypo, ignore the fact that there was an illegal stop, 348 

in my hypo. And evidence from that stop was not introduced at his trial.   349 
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Atty McLaurin – Well, um, I think it’s actually a debatable point which was never actually 350 

argued to the court below, because of the nature of the District Court’s ruling. That the evidence 351 

that was used against him at trial, the most powerful evidence, was that actually obtained from 352 

the stop? If you look at the facts, in retrograde quickly: what happened is he was; there was this 353 

traffic stop. He was issued warning citations. And the officer’s were ready to go, they wanted to 354 

leave. He then, after the stop is fully complete, he then, himself, volunteers this information to 355 

the officers. He says “wait a minute; I want to, ah, pre-warn you that we’re going to 356 

Madisonville, we’re going, we’re going to take back the city.” “And I’ve got my Colt.45 here. 357 

Ain’t no government official gonna go peacefully.”  358 

Judge K. Moore – So all the prejudicial evidence you’re saying, came after this stop was 359 

completed?  360 

Atty McLaurin – And, ah, I think there is a really strong argument. Again, it was not made 361 

official per(inaudible) because of the nature of the District Court’s rulings. Really, it’s a good 362 

argument, this, all this evidence was obtained, ah, was not the result of the stop itself. It was 363 

obtained... 364 

Judge K. Moore – But would it have happened, but for the stop? 365 

Atty McLaurin – (pause)... To some extent, yes,  366 

Judge K. Moore – He wouldn’t have talked to them.  367 

Atty McLaurin – ...yes that is true. He wouldn’t have, have talked to the officers. But, um, this, I 368 

think he, you know... Was this evidence obtained as a result of a frequent 4th Amendment 369 

violation? I think that would be relevant to the analysis as to what we would have to conduct 370 

under a hearing to determine whether, assuming a 4th Amendment violation occurred, 371 

suppression would be appropriate. 372 

Judge Boggs – And, I think you said we would have to consider under, did you say, under a 373 

period?  374 
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Atty McLaurin – A hearing; I’m sorry, under a hearing. Even if this court would find a 4th 375 

Amendment violation occurred, clearly they would then have to ask the question, is suppression 376 

an appropriate remedy in this case. And I think given the evidence in the record here, um, ah, and 377 

as based on the response as far as Judge Grisons is concerned, there is no evidence of pretext. 378 

The officer that did this stop really had no idea who Huff was when he stopped him. He had no 379 

clue that he was going to find somebody connected with this disturbance. He just thought...  380 

Judge K. Moore – Well he didn’t like the writing on the truck, right?  381 

Atty McLaurin – Well the rating on the truck... 382 

Judge K. Moore – That wasn’t the reason he was picking out this truck to stop them? 383 

Atty McLaurin – It’s actually...You know the record’s pretty clear, that that was not the reason 384 

why he stopped the truck. He certainly noticed it when he saw the truck. Um, but he was right 385 

behind the truck when he observed these traffic violations... 386 

Judge Boggs – There was some indication that he knew that something was going on in 387 

Madisonville.  388 

 Atty McLaurin – Yes, there is. In fact he... 389 

Judge Boggs – And that people might be coming from Georgia and heading towards the 390 

Tennessee-Georgia line. 391 

Atty McLaurin – He knew that. But he actually specifically testified at both the suppression 392 

hearing and the trial that he did not suspect that this vehicle was part of that group. That he, um, 393 

in fact, he didn’t know at that point when he pulled over the vehicle that Oath Keepers had 394 

anything to do with this group. He found that out later. So, I think given all of those facts, even if 395 

the court  were to find a 4th Amendment violation, suppression would be an inappropriate 396 

remedy in this case.   397 

Judge Barrett – Counsel, if I may, I have one question. Let me listen for this guy. How do you 398 

get enhancement for more than minimal planning and where did the line for law enforcement 399 
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come from because it seem to me it was pretty straight up from all these conversations. There are 400 

enhancements for both of us.  401 

Atty McLaurin – For more than minimal planning? 402 

Judge Barrett – Yeah.  403 

Atty McLaurin – Well, I think um, (background coughing) when you look at the...  404 

Judge Barrett – It’s not a conspiracy, right? 405 

Atty McLaurin – It’s not a conspiracy... 406 

Judge Barrett – So, it’s not a conspiracy, and this guy sees a bulletin or something and he 407 

crosses the state line. He does more than minimal planning enhancement.  408 

Atty McLaurin – Well, I think if you look at all the evidence on the record, there was testimony 409 

that he had been planning this, ah, this takeover of the Madisonville courthouse for weeks. That 410 

he had gone up to Madisonville and consulted with Fitzpatrick, and sent text messages back 411 

saying, “Now we’ll be good citizens the rest of the day.” He is coordinating with a bunch of 412 

other individuals. I think that given all the facts, evidence that’s in the record of this concerted 413 

activity over several weeks trying to put this plan together, I think that this report could 414 

reasonably be in preponderance of the evidence, show that there was minimal planning. 415 

Any other questions?  416 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 417 

 Judge Boggs – Thank you council. Now let the remaining time be for rebuttal.  418 

 Atty Gulley – Yes, Your Honour. Thank you. Um, with respect to question to Mr. McLaurin 419 

about knowledge of Trooper Wilson who made the stop of Mr. Huff that was a challenge, um, I 420 

think if the court does look at the transcripts of the suppression hearing, he does state that, you 421 

know, we all been part of the briefing. We were told that there were people from surrounding 422 

counties, as well as the state of Georgia who might be coming up here. He said that his attention 423 

was drawn to the black GMC pickup truck with large writing on the truck, bumper stickers and 424 
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the Georgia tag. So clearly he was on the lookout for that. I think that under (inaudible case law 425 

ref. -Long Son?) certainly any statements he made from a point onward while he was stopped 426 

would be subject to suppression. So not withstanding council’s argument to the contrary, I think, 427 

everything from that point on would be permitted. I guess the language of, of the statue, 428 

“transporting in commerce firearm, knowing and having reason to know, and intending 429 

(background coughing) that such firearm would be used unlawfully in furtherance of civil 430 

disorder.” I don’t think proof supports you know, the conviction under this and that there was 431 

insufficient evidence, certainly with respect again, as we suggested, that this was done 432 

as a commercial activity or for economic purpose. But also knowing and intending that such 433 

firearm would be used unlawfully. I mean, he testified, he said, “I’ve got my firearm. I’ve got a 434 

lawful handgun carry permit from the state of Georgia.” You know, that is not unlawful. I mean 435 

he could walk around with it all day, so long as he has a valid handgun carry permit. You know I 436 

don’t think that there is any proof that he was going to purposefully use that in furtherance of any 437 

sort of civil disorder. Certainly there was no testimony you know that he did anything with the 438 

firearm in furtherance of any civil disorder. The worst thing that could be said, is there was some 439 

testimony of an officer that um, I saw him get a handgun out of the truck and go in or go back in    440 

to the restaurant where he was giving a motivational pep talk speech you know to those I guess 441 

that were sympathetic to him.  442 

Judge Boggs – Let’s distinguish the important facts vs. the law. Now in this statue, if the person 443 

intends to go down and help a riot occur, the fact that the gun is lawful and the fact that he 444 

doesn’t subsequently do it, doesn’t get you out from under the statue. So is the statue bad, or are 445 

you saying that the evidence that this guy intended anything is not enough.    446 

Atty Gulley – Both. I’m saying the statue is bad relating to the commerce clause argument that I 447 

made, but I’m also saying that you know in terms of proof that he intended to use it in 448 

furtherance, as opposed as to just having it on his person. 449 
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Judge Boggs – You can use it unlawfully.  450 

Atty Gulley – You can use it unlawfully, you know, but having it on his person is a lawful use of 451 

it you know under the terms of the carry permit. I see that my time is up Your Honours.   452 

Judge Boggs – Any other questions? Thank you Mr. Gulley. We appreciate your taking this case 453 

in the criminal justice act seriously in the further seeking of justice. This case will be submitted 454 

... (inaudible last couple words.)  455 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~End ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  456 
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